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HOLIDAY & HOME PARKS

• Luxury lodges
• Caravan parks
• Campsites
• Residential parks

Talk to us about wastewater treatment
so they don’t have to
With increasing environmental demand on holiday and home parks, we work
in collaboration with you to identify and solve onsite specific wastewater treatment
challenges.
• Meeting Environment Agency standards even at sensitive sites
• Resilient process managing seasonal variations in occupancy levels
• Delivering cost-efficient treatment for the whole life of the plant
Our UK custom designed and manufactured wastewater treatment systems are
adapted to meet your specific needs, backed by continued dedicated technical support
throughout the whole project.

Meeting the precise needs of clients
We build adaptable systems with a minimum of 25 years design life that are
simple to install, operate and maintain.
• Low operator maintenance systems can include real-time monitoring
• Energy saving timer – pulse air from the blower(s) into the process
• Site refurbishment can further reduce cost and site waste
• Modular design overcomes sites with tight footprint and difficult access
• Above and below ground options for landscaped sites and poor site conditions
• Off-site build of the plant keeps onsite installation works to a minimum
• Hire solutions to keep sites operational and within consent

Collaborating with clients, identifying ways to improve efficiency and profitability.
• Upfront consultation to understand the specific needs of the project
• Dedicated technical support throughout the whole life of the project
• Partnering park owners, park designers, surveyors and engineering
consultants to deliver best possible solution

Satisfied customers
Home Farm Holiday Centre
Owner, Dibby Nethercott said:
“Replacing our treatment plant, which was installed in
the 1950s, was a major operation which was expertly
managed from start to finish.”

Sustainable initiative at Toby Carvery
Repurposing of an existing onsite system, increasing
the on-site capacity. Mitchells & Butlers’s area building
manager, Martin Lyons said:
“As a business, we manage our water, our energy and our
waste in a way which is cost effective to the business
and reduces our impact on the environment. The idea of
repurposing a wastewater treatment plant was inspired and
is exactly the kind of sustainability initiative we expect from
our supply chain partners which was expertly managed from
start to finish.”

Government’s new garden city
Metropolitan Director, John Marsh said:

“Finding a cost effective solution for the treatment of
wastewater has led Metropolitan to install the onsite
Hybrid-SAF plant – which meets the entire needs
of the Castle Hill development and will be delivered
on time and to budget.”
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